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In My Voice Is My Weapon, David A. McDonald rigorously examines 
Palestinian exile, occupation, and dispossession through an ethnographic 
history of Palestinian protest music. McDonald has worked in the region for 
over a decade as a historian and ethnomusicologist, and collaborated with 
numerous musicians and intellectuals in Jordan and the West Bank.  He is well 
positioned to illustrate how local meanings of resistance emerge through the 
musical performance of exile and occupation. By weaving these narratives 
through a tour de force of musicological, biographical, and historical accounts, 
McDonald complicates the notion that resistance is a form of liberation that 
exists in opposition to dominant forms of power. Rather than perpetuate 
resistance as a stable signifier of anti-colonial subjectivity, McDonald 
interrogates when the “universal category of acts deemed resistance” (p. 27) 
acquires particular meanings.  He demonstrates how performing resistance 
becomes meaningful within specific power relations. He reveals the ways 
hegemonic forms of nationalism mask local contestations of belonging and 
experiences of dispossession among those in exile and under occupation. 
 
Through rigorous analysis of musical repertoire, performers, and historical 
context, McDonald clearly illustrates the multiplicity of Palestinian resistance 
strategies and competing visions of nationhood, thus encouraging scholars to 
reconsider the making of modern national consciousness. McDonald presents 
his research as an ethnographic history by first providing a chronological 
overview of resistance music as Palestinian history, followed by an 
ethnography of contemporary performers. This organizational structure 
emphasizes McDonald’s contention that resistance did not emerge cohesively 
during a given historical moment, but rather exposes the contradictory forces 
that have shaped Palestinian national identity. 
 
McDonald analyzes how shifts in national identity were articulated by musical 
aesthetics. The period following al-naqba set the stage for developing protest 
songs through contrasting notions of national resistance. Local indigenous 
music performed at communal gatherings encouraged refugees to exhibit 
steadfastness and patience in exile while pan-Arab cosmopolitan songs 
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broadcast on state radio fueled the project of cultural assimilation within host 
societies. “Music,” argues McDonald, “essentialized Palestinian locality while 
simultaneously advocating for a regionally defined national identity 
formation” (p. 77). With the emergence of the “jil al-thawri” (generation of 
the revolution) in the 1970s and 1980s, however, Palestinian identity became 
defined through anticolonial militaristic tactics, guerrilla warfare, and martial 
hymns propagated by freedom fighters. Thawri (revolutionary) songs such as 
“Wayn al-Milayun” espoused empowerment and militancy, while avoiding the 
Palestinian dialect, among other signifiers of locality. 
 
McDonald’s ethnomusicological account of the first intifada argues for the 
widespread cultural transformation of Palestinian society from within. 
McDonald analyzes how the “jil al-hijara” (generation of stones) subverted 
and resignified entrenched power structures through the use of stones, music, 
poetry, song, and dance. As rifles turned into stones and terrorists into 
activists, the uniformed freedom fighter was replaced by pre-1948 Palestinian 
musical imaginaries indexed by vocal style, instrumental timbre, and local 
dialects. Rural, poor, and youth communities moved from the margins of 
cosmopolitan-nationalist debates to the center of political consciousness. 
These strategies produced a performative space that integrated masses and 
facilitated the emergence of new cultural and political identities.  
 
McDonald points out that contrary to popular understandings of nationalist 
protest music as the predominant expression of resistance, a multiplicity of 
performance practices gave voice to competing political visions and forms of 
belonging. During the first intifada, religiously-oriented protest songs became 
popular among Hamas followers. Unlike territorial forms of national identity, 
these anashid (Islamic vocal practices) sought to reinscribe Palestine into a 
greater Islamic history and community. Decades later, in the wake of al-Aqsa 
intifada, popular performers became voices for an alternative national identity 
formation that aligns Islamist values with local grassroots activism. 
 
McDonald devotes considerable attention to those on the periphery of 
nationalist imaginaries such as Palestinian Jordanian singer Kamal Khalil and 
the nationalist music ensemble Baladna. Within the restrictive Jordanian 
public sphere, Baladna created social spaces where Palestinians in Jordan 
might fully experience dispossession from Palestine while aspiring for 
integration within Jordanian society. The song “Aghniyat Hubb li-Shahin al-
Karak” presents themes not customary to Palestinian protest songs, including 
tribal imagery and the Bedouin ethos of family honor, prestige, and loyalty. 
 
Two critical issues emerge in light of the theoretical ambit on power, 
resistance, and performance presented in the opening chapters. First, given 
McDonald’s analysis of popular culture as a site for power and agency, the 
textual authority of this ethnographic history arguably displaces the voices of 
Palestinian performers. Whether constructing historical contexts or 
deconstructing musicological texts, McDonald assumes a narrative authority 
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that privileges textual meanings and masks the social interactions and relations 
of power through which such (con)texts emerge. How did musicians negotiate 
conditions of exile and occupation through interactive networks of production 
and distribution and how have these shaped relations with state institutions 
and non-state actors? How have listening strategies produced popular 
imaginaries of resistance through the reception of protest songs? McDonald 
does address these issues in the second half with his biographical focus on the 
ensemble Baladna, but one is left with the sense that historical context is 
privileged as a framework for analyzing musical tropes of resistance rather 
than analyzing resistance as a strategic tactic through which social actors 
negotiate the particularities of their worlds. 
 
Second, despite McDonald’s presentation of the complex locality of musical 
meanings, one wonders if and how these local power dynamics shaped 
regional forces of nationalism. He suggests a paradoxical relationship between 
local and regional formations of musical nationalism during pan-Arabism and 
demonstrates the impact of Egyptian composers Muhammad Abd al-Wahhab 
and Sheikh Imam, respectively, on Palestinian musical production. Likewise, 
Palestine figures prominently as a symbol of resistance in iconic singers’ 
repertoire. Are Palestinian performers themselves marginalized within 
regional cultural production? To what extent do their efforts, fastidiously 
documented by McDonald, translate for those beyond the Palestinian 
experience? Though McDonald successfully extends scholarly understandings 
of what constitutes the Palestinian experience, further analysis of the impact of 
local efforts on regional dynamics would help connect these local meanings of 
Palestinian resistance to globalized discourses. 
 
This study of Palestinian protest music richly reveals how repertoire binds 
together disparate experiences of Palestinian national identity into a musical 
landscape. Becoming acquainted with the themes, stylistic idioms, and artistic 
figures that populate the canon of resistance is to better understand popular 
imaginaries of exile, dispossession, and occupation. By presenting these 
cultural histories from the late Ottoman period to the end of the second 
Palestinian intifada, McDonald enables readers to see beyond a master 
narrative and consider how concepts of indigeneity, militancy, Islamism, and 
nationhood conflict with each other in ways that produce multiple repertoires 
of resistance. 
  
	  


